**Miniature Twine Pumpkins**

1. Wrap twine six times around three or four fingers. Keep the twine coiled and cut to that length. Secure the coils using a small piece of floral wire or pipe cleaner.

2. Wrap, cut, and secure more twine coils until you have eight.

3. String all six twine coils onto another piece of floral wire or pipe cleaner and use the wire to secure the coils to the small stick. Cover the wire by wrapping twine over it.

4. Once everything is secure, spread the coils out to fill any large gaps.

**WHAT YOU’LL NEED:**
- Twine
- Scissors
- Floral Wire or Pipe Cleaner
- Stick, Twig, or Other Small Piece of Wood
- Ribbon (optional)

**OPTIONAL:** Add a decorative ribbon to the “stem” of the pumpkin.